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Abstract Tyler Burge has recently argued that quasi-memory-based psychological

reductionist accounts of diachronic personal identity are deeply problematic.

According to Burge, these accounts either fail to include appropriately de se ele-

ments or presuppose facts about diachronic personal identity—facts of the very kind

that the accounts are supposed to explain. Neither of these objections is compelling.

The first is based in confusion about the version of reductionism to which it puta-

tively applies. The second loses its force when we recognize that reductionism is a

metaphysical thesis, not an epistemological one.
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1 Introduction

Suppose M is alive in March and N is alive in November. Having presupposed in

this quaint example that ‘M’ and ‘N’ each name a person, we can formulate the

problem of diachronic personal identity with ease: Is M identical to N?1 Call those

theorists ‘reductionists’ who take facts about some relation among mental state

types to non-trivially decide our question. Tyler Burge has recently argued that
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1 The problem of diachronic personal identity is distinct from the problem of synchronic personal

identity. The former presupposes that there are people at a given pair of times and asks what criteria

determine whether a person at the one time just is a person at the other. The latter asks what criteria

determine whether an object at a single given time is a person. The problem with which I am concerned

(and with which the literature I discuss is concerned) is the diachronic problem.
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reductionists have put the cart before the horse. Burge (2003) invokes the

uncontroversial claim that survival is required for the possibility of memory, and

claims further that certain forms of memory are required for the possibility of

agency, perception, and inference.2 Thus, for Burge, it makes no explanatory sense

to propose that persons persist if certain mental states are related thus and so, for on

his view our most important mental state types are instantiated only if persons

persist.

I will argue that a version of reductionism based on Sydney Shoemaker’s notion

of quasi-memory remains unscathed by Burge’s line. Since the defense I will offer

turns in part on the claim that Burge has misrepresented the view of quasi-memory

developed in (Shoemaker 1970), some exegetical discussion will be needed. First, a

brief refresher on quasi-memory and its motivation is in order.

Burge’s charge against reductionism is similar in many important respects to the

well-known circularity objections to Lockean memory-based reductionism. Accord-

ing to these traditional objections, memory cannot metaphysically underwrite

diachronic identity since the possibility of memory requires diachronic identity.

Burge’s criticisms are more complex and potentially further reaching than the

traditional form of objection, for they entail not only that memory-based

reductionism is false but also that there are no prospects for agency-based,

perception-based, or inference-based reductionisms. Still, the similarities between

the two lines of objection outweigh the differences. My concern will be with the

Burgean charge that since memory presupposes identity, and since the mental states

constitutive of human psychology presuppose memory, no form of reductionism is

correct; and this charge is basically the universalization (across types of

reductionism) of the traditional objection. Shoemaker’s notion of quasi-memory

furnishes a rejoinder to this sort of charge, whether traditional or universalized.

On Shoemaker’s view, an agent A quasi-remembers an event e iff the following

four conditions are met.3

(1) A is in a cognitive state S;

(2) Some agent B was aware of e when it happened, in virtue of being in

cognitive state S0;
(3) Cognitive state S0 corresponds to S;

(4) B’s being in S0 and A’s being in S are elements in an M-type causal chain,

where M-type causal chains feature the type (for some hypothetically well-

specified type) of causal relations usually involved in memory. Quasi-memory can

be thought of like a genus under which memory, on Shoemaker’s view, falls out as a

species or ‘‘special case’’ that happens, in the actual world (where there are no cases

of branching), to occur to the exclusion of the other species in the genus.4 Now

consider some series E of events that collectively satisfy (1)–(4). Since E satisfies

(1)–(4), it involves a case of quasi-memory. In order for E to involve a case of

memory, it would have to satisfy the following additional condition.

2 All Burge references will be to his (2003).
3 I borrow this rehearsal of Shoemaker’s explication of quasi-memory from (Perry 1983).
4 I will interchangeably use ‘non-veridical quasi memory’, ‘non-memory quasi memory’, and ‘mere

quasi-memory’ to pick out states that are quasi memories but not memories.
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(5) A = B.

It is in this sense that quasi-memory can be usefully thought of as not

‘presupposing’ or ‘requiring’ identity.

Now, given this explication of quasi-memory, one might well wonder whether I

can justifiably set aside Burge’s more complex worries whereby agential, perceptual

and inferential capacities all presuppose memory as a condition for their possibility,

for is it not plausible—perhaps even obvious—that, in order for conditions (1)–(4)

to be met, A and B must instantiate some combination of agential, perceptual or

inferential states? And, if this is indeed the case, then don’t the further-reaching

aspects of Burge’s criticisms entail that quasi-memory requires memory as a

precondition for its very possibility? These are not entirely misguided questions.

But, again, I think the appropriate reductionist response is simply to invoke quasi-

memory: agency, perception, and inference do not, in the relevant sense, presuppose

memory. Rather, each of those mental processes presupposes quasi-memory. This

move, together with an interest in brevity, motivates focus on the traditional

circularity charge. Moreover, it will become clear below that many of the unique

complexities of Burge’s view re-enter the discussion even if we take the more

traditional dialectic as our point of departure.

There no doubt remain questions about the notion of quasi-memory sketched

above. How specifically similar to an actual memory-relevant causal chain does a

given M-type causal chain have to be? What does ‘corresponds’ mean in condition

(3)? Can entities other than events (for example, propositions) ever be quasi-

remembered? What about worlds where branching does occur? I think these are

good questions and for present purposes I will remain neutral as to whether the

quasi-memory-based reductionist can satisfactorily answer them. It should

however be noted that Shoemaker (1970) gives an answer to one of them. He

says, roughly, that M-type causal chains must be as much like the causal chains

involved in memory as they can be without presupposing identity. The idea is to

ensure that the only important difference between cases of memory and cases of

(non-memory) quasi-memory is that the former satisfy condition (5) while the

latter do not.5

To recap: Shoemaker’s plan is to vindicate the reductionist approach against

the general charge of circularity. The idea is that appropriate M-type connections

decide (in a sense that I will not attempt to explicate) questions of diachronic

personal identity. Since M-type connections might be in place while condition (5)

remains unfulfilled, they do not presuppose identity. So a version of reductionism

lives on by invoking quasi-memory in place of memory. This is supposed to allow

for all cases to come out in accord with intuition, save for branching cases.

However, since branching cases do not occur in the actual world, we can rest

satisfied that, as Perry puts the point, ‘quasi-memory without branching’ expresses

a sufficient condition for diachronic personal identity. Or so the Shoemaker-style

reductionist sees things.

5 One might remain puzzled about how exactly ‘as much like the causal chains involved in memory as

they can be’ should best be explicated. Again, I will remain neutral as to how worried the quasi-memory-

based reductionist ought to be by such considerations.
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2 Shoemaker and quasi-memory

The defense of Shoemaker-style reductionism will come in two parts. In this section

I will argue that Burge (2003) misrepresents Shoemaker’s view and that,

consequently, the objections Burge presents as against Shoemaker’s view are in

fact irrelevant to the debate at hand. These objections all presuppose—mistakenly, I

will argue—that Shoemaker’s view fails to account for the de se form of

experiential (mere) quasi-memories. In the next section I will argue that the aspect

of the Burgean critical project which maintains relevance once Shoemaker’s view is

rightly represented is uncompelling.

Burge (2003) claims that Derek Parfit’s conception of quasi-memory is

importantly different from Shoemaker’s. He relays Parfit’s conception as follows.

I have an accurate quasi-memory of a past experience if:

(6) I seem to remember having an experience,

(7) Someone did have this experience, and

(8) My apparent memory is causally dependent, in the right kind of way, on that

past experience.

The important difference Burge claims to have found between Parfit’s conception

and Shoemaker’s is that only the former involves an explicit de se element. As a first

approximation, let us say (following Burge) that a state is de se if its content is

‘egocentrically indexed’.6 Unpacking a bit, a de se state is one that captures the

agent’s perspective with respect to the items represented in the content of the state.

Now, according to Burge, Parfit’s quasi-rememberer—but not Shoemaker’s—takes

her quasi-remembered experiences to be her own; and if Burge is right then, given

certain important ancillary assumptions, it would indeed follow that Shoemaker’s

quasi-rememberer is such that her experiential, mere quasi-memories are not de se

states.7 To see this, notice that if a given experiential, mere quasi-memory were de
se, and if the quasi-rememberer possesses a first person concept and is unaware that
her state is a mere quasi-memory, then she would believe that she is identical to the

agent whose experiential perspective is retained in the content of the quasi-memory

in question, qua de se state. So if Shoemaker’s quasi-rememberer fits the ancillary

conditions and yet does not have this type of belief, then Shoemaker’s notion of

quasi-memory does not entail that experiential, mere quasi-memories are de se

states. I will argue that Burge is mistaken about several passages of (Shoemaker

1970), including one from which he concludes that Shoemaker’s quasi-rememberer

satisfies the ancillary conditions. The upshot is that Shoemaker’s quasi-rememberer

is much more like Parfit’s than Burge contends.

The following quoted passage from (Burge 2003, p. 308) discusses two quotes

from (Shoemaker 1970).

6 The technical term ‘de se’ first appears (as far as I know) in (Lewis 1979). There Lewis associates de se

states with ‘‘self-ascriptions’’ of properties. (As Burge points out, the ‘self’ or ‘ego’ aspect of de se states

need not entail that the organism having those states possesses a sophisticated first person concept.) I will

not attempt to give necessary and jointly sufficient conditions for a state’s being de se. The informal

characterization in the text is sufficient for present purposes.
7 By ‘experiential’ quasi-memories I mean simply quasi-memories the contents of which are past

experiences.
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‘‘Shoemaker seems to represent a person’s quasi-memory as neutral on whether

the quasi-remembered experience is the person’s own. He writes,

One way of characterizing the difference between quasi-remembering and

remembering is by saying that the former is subject to a weaker previous

awareness condition than the latter. Whereas someone’s claim to remember a

past event implies that he himself was aware of the event at the time of its

occurrence, the claim to quasi-remember a past event implies only that

someone or other was aware of it.

This characterization seems to entail (by ‘‘only’’) that in having a quasi-memory

that derives from another’s experience, one does not thereby err in taking the quasi-

remembered experience as one’s own. He writes,

Suppose that at time t1, a person, call him A, does action X and has while

doing it a quasi-memory from the inside of the immediately previous

occurrence of the doing of action X. A’s having this quasi-memory of the

doing of X is of course compatible with X’s having been done by someone

other than himself.

Shoemaker writes of A’s having a quasi-memory of the doing of X, not of doing
X.’’

Recall that Burge’s claim regarding the first passage is that it shows (i) that

Shoemaker’s quasi-rememberer is not committed to the proposition that the quasi-

remembered action was his own action, and that it thereby shows (ii) that

Shoemaker’s quasi-rememberer’s state is not de se, for otherwise the quasi-

rememberer would be so committed. This line of reasoning betrays confusion about

the sort of commitment that Shoemaker has in mind. Shoemaker writes of

‘someone’s claim’ to remember and, by contrast, of ‘the claim’ to quasi-remember.

Though Shoemaker is not terribly clear here, I suspect that this distinction between

‘someone’s claim’ and ‘the claim’ reflects the fact that no non-philosopher ever

claims to have ‘quasi-remembered’, for in the actual world all quasi-remembering is

remembering. The commitment Shoemaker has in mind in discussing the claim to

‘quasi-remember’ in the passage in question is commitment on the part of a theorist

describing some quasi-rememberer: when someone is described as a quasi-

rememberer, the describer is not thereby committed to the claim that the describee is

the very person who did the quasi-remembered action.8 All of this is quite consistent

with quasi-memory very often involving a robust de se form. In order for the

inference from (i) to (ii) to be valid, we need the ancillary premise I mentioned

above, namely, that Shoemaker’s quasi-rememberer does not believe that the

relevant quasi-memory state is a mere quasi-memory.9 For the reasons I have just

given, the quoted Shoemaker passage is best construed as not entailing this premise:

the agent whom Shoemaker discusses as making a claim about a ‘quasi-memory’

8 I see no reason to deny the possibility of cases wherein the describee = the describer. Indeed it may be

that this sort of case underlies the most natural reading of the Shoemaker passage in question.
9 Burge (2003, pp. 308–309) is quite aware of the importance of this ancillary premise, for he includes it

in his discussion of Parfit’s conception. His mistake is presupposing it without argument in his discussion

of Shoemaker’s conception.
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state may well know that the agent in the relevant state (whether himself or someone

else) is distinct from the agent whose experience informs the state’s content.

What of the second quoted Shoemaker passage? Presumably, the point of the

second passage is that it seems to be evidence for Burge’s contention that

Shoemaker is not concerned with de se elements in giving his account of quasi-

memory, since, as Burge emphasizes, the passage describes the content of the quasi-

memory in question as involving not A’s doing X but merely the doing of X. I think

the putative evidence is specious. Putting the matter as Shoemaker does allows the

first sentence of the passage to lend itself to the point expressed by the second

sentence, namely, that A need not be the very person who did X since A’s

representation in question is being described, for illustrative purposes, as a mere
quasi-memory. That quasi-memory states can obtain in cases where the quasi-

rememberer is not the agent behind the quasi-remembered action is precisely the

point Shoemaker is trying to illustrate in the relevant passage.

I think the preceding exegetical arguments succeed in showing that Burge is

mistaken in claiming that Shoemaker’s view does not sufficiently account for the de

se forms of certain quasi-memory states. The convinced reader who is not interested

in further exegetical details is free to skip the remainder of this section, which

provides some additional evidence for my exegesis based on Shoemaker’s use of the

technical expression ‘from the inside’.

Notice that Shoemaker writes of A’s having the quasi-memory ‘from the inside’.

‘From the inside’ is a technical expression explicitly introduced in (Shoemaker

1970, p. 273) as being applicable to states meeting the following description.

(FTIS) the sort of quasi-memory of a past action whose corresponding past

cognitive and sensory state belonged to the very person who did the action

Burge is of course aware of Shoemaker’s use of ‘from the inside’; indeed he

adopts that terminology and puts it to slightly different use in (Burge 2003, p. 292).

Here is Burge’s description of the sort of state which can be had from the inside.

(FTIB) an experiential memory that retains the perspective of one’s remembered

agency, state, or experience, as it occurred

Burge takes his version of ‘from the inside’ to apply to and only to de se states.

Presumably, then, there is an important difference between (FTIS) and (FTIB), else

Burge’s claim that Shoemaker does not allow for de se quasi-memory would be

undermined by Shoemaker’s application of ‘from the inside’ to quasi-memories,

given (FTIB). As it turns out, there is a subtle but important difference between the

contents of (FTIS) and (FTIB), which difference, I assume, is directly related to

Burge’s motivation for providing a new explication of ‘from the inside’. In short,

the difference is that (FTIB) entails that the agent retains the experiential perspective

of some earlier state while (FTIS)—strictly speaking—does not. To see why,

consider the following example. Suppose that at t0, J hears sugar spilling from his

own shopping cart and correctly identifies the sound as that of sugar being spilled,

though he never looks down and never learns that he is the one who is spilling the

sugar. Call J’s cognitive and sensory state of hearing the sugar spill ‘S’, and his

cognitive state of correctly identifying the sound as that of sugar being spilled ‘S0’.
At a later time t1, J, who is back home, enters a cognitive state S00 which corresponds

to S and S0 via an M-type causal chain and which represents, in a non-phenomenal
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manner (i.e. with no experiential traces of the original auditory sensation) that he

heard some sugar spill at t0 back at the supermarket.10 This example meets the

(FTIS) criteria for a state’s occurring from the inside, but not the (FTIB) criteria. It

meets the former criteria because S00 is a quasi-memory that belongs to the same

person to whom S and S0 belonged, namely, J. It fails the latter criteria because S00

does not retain the perspective of either S or S0, as they occurred. To see this, notice

that in order to retain either the S or S0 perspective, J must have a phenomenal

experience as of hearing sugar spill (for the S0 perspective, J must also identify it as

being an experience as of hearing sugar spill). Recall, however, that S00 lacks

phenomenal character, full stop. It follows that J fails to retain the perspective of

either S or S0.
The difference brought to light in the example results from the difference

between the types of states mentioned in (FTIS) and (FTIB), respectively. (FTIS)

is about quasi-memories; (FTIB) is about (Burgean) ‘experiential’ memories,

which must be de se.11 With this much made clear, I want to make two points

that cast doubt on the inference from the remarks made by Shoemaker in the

passage in question to the conclusion that Shoemaker-style quasi-memories lack a

de se component. First, notice that Burge’s committed take on Shoemaker’s

account of quasi-memory is that it is too conservative insofar as it precludes (or

at least excludes) de se quasi-memories; but all that has been shown in the above

comparison of Shoemaker’s and Burge’s criteria for applying ‘from the inside’ is

that insofar as the latter are correct, the former are too liberal with regard to de

se allowances. After all, Burgean ‘experiential’ memories are just a subset of

Shoemaker-style quasi-memories. Second, in introducing ‘from the inside’,

Shoemaker only discusses states that meet Burge’s criteria for being ‘experien-

tial’ and nowhere claims that non-experiential (quasi) memory types are ever had

from the inside. He simply does not explicitly rule out such types as occurring

from the inside. It is due solely to Shoemaker’s failure to explicitly rule them out

that the sugar spilling example meets the criteria of (FTIS), since what makes the

example work is that J remembers (non-phenomenally) that he heard sugar

spilling. Indeed, it is only on a rather strained reading of (FTIS) that the sugar

spilling example meets the (FTIS) criteria. That is, it is by no means clear that J’s

entering S00 (the non-phenomenal state which represents that he heard sugar

spilling) ought to be counted as a Shoemaker-style from-the-inside quasi-memory

of J’s hearing the sugar spill. Recall that (FTIS) involves both cognitive and

sensory states. What remains unclear, then, is whether the sensory state S is

doing enough work in the example for the causal chain linking S and S00 to be

M-type.

10 Notice, crucially, that the relevant experience in the example (that is, the one that is quasi-

remembered) is phenomenal, namely, J’s hearing the sugar spill. The relevant experience is not his

spilling the sugar.
11 See (Burge 2003, pp. 289–290). ‘Experiential memory’ is a Burgean technical term. Roughly, one’s

memory is experiential when it fits the form remembering x, where x is an event, object or state, as

opposed to, say, fitting the form remembering that p. My prior uses of ‘experiential’ in the text are not

intended in Burge’s technical sense and are to be understood informally. See note 7.
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3 Defense of Shoemaker’s reductionism

If my exegesis is on track then Burge’s most promising anti-reductionist line boils

down to his argument against Parfit-style reductionism. To set the stage for the

argument, Burge tells a generic quasi-memory-based reductionist story involving

an agent who has non-veridical de se quasi-memories and who lacks the ability to

discern them from her veridical memories. Burge’s strategy is to show that this

story, insofar as it involves an agent with de se quasi-memories, actually

presupposes explanatorily important information about the agent’s persistence over

time. More specifically, Burge contends that non-veridical de se states require a

core of veridical de se applications for their very possibility, the rub being that the

inclusion (by implicit presupposition) in one’s theory of these veridical de se

applications constitutes recourse to diachronic identity in a way that renders (de se

friendly) quasi-memory-based reductionism explanatorily flawed. In the remainder

of this section I will try to determine more precisely (i) the sense in which

facts about diachronic identity are being presupposed in the reductionist story and

(ii) whether the relevant presuppositions are problematic in the way Burge

suggests.

The generic, stage-setting story Burge tells is intended to be a friendly

improvement upon a thought experiment in (Parfit 1984). Parfit considers a case

wherein a surgeon expertly alters a normal adult woman’s brain in such a way that

the woman seems to remember a distinct patient’s experiences. Burge takes the

surgical work in this case to implausibly interfere with the woman’s mental

functional continuity and consequently aims his objection at a case similar to

Parfit’s but in which the relevant quasi-memories, rather than being caused by

surgical interference, are caused by ‘‘naturally occurring’’ processes that are

‘‘normal for the species’’ (310). Burge is right that Parfit’s thought experiment is not

as well-suited for making the reductionist’s case as it might be, and his interest in

building up the best reductionist case before objecting to it is admirable. However,

insofar as one is inclined to present the best case for the reductionist, one’s

complaint about Parfit’s example ought to concern not the surgery but the patient.

Indeed, Shoemaker (2004) has recently denied that Parfit’s example is a good one

for reductionist purposes since it fails to maintain a link between the relevant earlier

and later mental states that is causally rich enough to be anything like actual

human psychological continuity. Importantly, Shoemaker’s point about richness is

consistent with the content of thought experiments in which quasi-memory-relevant

causal chains involve surgical intervention. It seems, by contrast, that Burge takes

his point about functional and causal normalcy to be inconsistent with such thought

experiments. By my lights, Burge’s diagnosis is too quick, for it is not clear how to

fairly implement maxims about ‘normal’ functional and causal relationships in the

debate about quasi-memory. Shoemaker rightly concedes that the debate-relevant

thought experiments need to somehow include a good chunk of psychologically

continuous causal richness, but the reductionist need not concede that this

requirement rules out recourse to surgical or other processes that in some sense

outstrip normal functional and causal relationships. Since non-veridical quasi-

memory states do not obtain in the actual world, one need not hold that a story set to
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exemplify the obtaining of such states ought never to turn on functional or causal

relations that outstrip (actual) normalcy.

In light of these considerations I submit that in order to adequately assess the

force of Burge’s objection, we need to test it against a new and improved

reductionist example. Toward this end, I offer a thought experiment that both

maintains extremely rich psychological continuity and involves far-fetched surgical

know-how. The Burgean’s task is to explain how the thought experiment

presupposes facts about diachronic agent identity in a way that undermines the

metaphysical thesis that facts about diachronic identity are reducible to facts about

quasi-memory. I contend that (Burge 2003) lacks sufficient argumentation to

complete this task, other qualms one might have with this sort of thought

experiment notwithstanding.

(Frankenstein) Consider Frank, a ‘‘synthetic’’ human who has been meticulously

constructed from scratch out of elementary materials by a genius scientist.12 Frank

is brought to life endowed with access to (virtually all of) the mental capacities and

content-types, including many de se quasi-memories, that were cognitively

available to the scientist’s brother Hank before Hank fell into a coma following

an otherwise unrelated and unfortunate experiment. In addition, Frank has normal

human adult mental capacities, indeed, just the ones that Hank would have had if he

had awakened in good health at the time and place in which Frank was ‘‘born’’. So,

for example, when Frank awakens at his ‘‘birth’’ and opens his eyes, he has a

perceptual state of the ceiling of the scientist’s lab that is qualitatively very much as

Hank would have had. Also, (i) Frank’s body was designed to look just like Hank’s,

so that if Frank were to look in a mirror, he would not thereby have any evidence

that he was not Hank and (ii) comatose Hank and all evidence of him (qua living

coma patient) have been securely hidden from Frank. (Conditions (i) and (ii) help

ensure that Frank will not be able to tell his mere quasi-memories from his veridical

memories, the latter of which are formed only after his ‘‘birth’’.) So, though Frank is

numerically distinct from Hank, it seems to Frank as if he just is Hank waking up

after being brought out of his coma by his brother (we may suppose that one of

Frank’s de se, non-veridical quasi-memories is as of Hank getting critically injured

in the earlier unfortunate experiment). These are all very much de se seemings, of

course. Some of them are veridical de se experiences (for example: viewing the

ceiling); others are non-veridical de se quasi-memories (for example: as of getting

injured).

It is not clear to me how to most charitably construct a hypothetical Burgean

critical treatment of this thought experiment. In certain places, (Burge 2003) reads

as though the Burgean take on (Frankenstein) is that, since Frank is ex hypothesi

numerically distinct from Hank, it is simply not metaphysically possible for Frank

to have de se states (a fortiori quasi-memories as of Hank doing such and such

before his accident) upon being ‘‘born’’. For, according to Burge, in order for an

12 I will set aside worries about whether Frank should count as human. To avoid this controversy, let us

stipulate that he is as much like a human as any being who is constructed by a human and from

elementary materials could be. My talk of elementary materials is intended, roughly, to mean that Frank is

constructed ‘‘from scratch’’ as opposed to being pieced together from relatively complex body parts with

normal biological origins.
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individual to have any mental state that can ‘‘be individuated as having de se form,’’

there must be ‘‘a core of veridical applications and presumptions by the individual

that figure in core explanations of the individual’s activity in coordinating events

and activities with his own perspective, needs, and aims’’ (311). A few lines earlier,

Burge writes ‘‘the form of a quasi-memory can be de se only inasmuch as the

individual is competent in connecting present representations specifically to his own

past.’’ The first quote here seems to entail that Frank cannot have de se states upon

his ‘‘birth’’ since at the time of his ‘‘birth’’ he has no core of veridical applications or

presumptions. The second quote seems to entail that Frank cannot have immediate

de se states, but it does not—strictly speaking—preclude his eventually being able

to do so.

At other points, (Burge 2003) reads as though the real Burgean objection to

(Frankenstein) is not that it describes jointly impossible states of affairs but rather

that in order to explain how the scenario it describes could be possible, one must

take recourse to facts about diachronic identity, thereby rendering quasi-memory an

explanatorily inept notion with respect to the problem of diachronic identity. That

is, if quasi-memory can only figure in explanations of diachronic identity by

presupposing facts about diachronic identity then, according to Burge, the

reductionist’s project fails. The presupposition at the heart of this putative failure

is an instance of the phenomenon Burge dubs ‘explanatory circularity’ (309).

Call the first proposed understanding of how the Burgean would object to

(Frankenstein) the ‘modal’ objection and the second the ‘explanatory’ objection. I

will argue that (Burge 2003) does not contain an argument (nor any prospects for

one) that cogently defends the modal objection and that consequently it is more

charitable to assume that the explanatory objection is what really matters for the

Burgean critical project. I will then argue that the explanatory objection—whatever

epistemological insight it may contain—fails as against the metaphysical thesis that

is Shoemaker-style reductionism.

I will suggest two reductionist-friendly responses to the modal objection. The

first response is directed toward the reading of (Burge 2003) whereby the very

possibility of Frank’s having any de se quasi-memories as of Hank’s experiences

requires that Frank = Hank. The key premise in the (hypothetical) Burgean

argument for this sort of contention is that a given individual’s non-veridical de se

quasi-memories require that the individual be ‘‘competent in connecting present

representations specifically to his own past’’ (310). But Burge’s only arguments for

the claim that de se states require this sort of self-identifying competency are such

that, if they go through, they only go through with regard to cases of memory.13 The

closest thing to an argument that Burge provides for the claim that non-veridical de
se quasi-memories require a self-identifying competency are his claims that ‘‘[o]nly

relative to such a capacity could de se applications be non-veridical. Error

presupposes a norm-setting competence for veridicality’’ (310–311, italics in

original). But notice Burge’s language here: ‘relative to such a capacity’ and

‘presupposes a norm-setting competence’. What is the relevant relative to relation

and just whose norm-setting competence is the one that needs to be presupposed? If

13 See section 5 of (Burge 2003).
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the states of affairs described in (Frankenstein) were to obtain then there would

surely be some (rather important) relation that Frank’s non-veridical de se quasi-

memories bear to Hank’s past capacity for veridical self-identification. And this

relation that Frank’s states bear to Hank’s capacity is enough to satisfy the letter of

certain of Burge’s central claims. Perhaps the spirit of Burge’s claims is a different

story. But the important point here is that Burge gives no independent argument to

the effect that, in cases of non-veridical de se quasi-memory, the quasi-rememberer

must be (much less know that he is) the one who did the quasi-remembered actions.

The upshot is that if the Burgean intends that the above-quoted claims about a self-

identifying capacity be read as precluding facts about Hank’s (past) self-identifying

capacity from licensing Frank’s non-veridical de se quasi-memories, then the

Burgean owes an argument. In lieu of one, the sort of Burgean response I have just

been discussing simply begs the question against the possibility of Frank’s having

non-veridical de se quasi-memories, given the states of affairs described in

(Frankenstein).14

For the second response to the modal objection, let us grant the Burgean that

Frank can have non-veridical de se quasi-memories only if he, Frank, has a

background of veridical de se applications. Still, it is not obvious that every story

relevantly like (Frankenstein) is impossible, for it is easy to tweak the thought

experiment such that Frank has veridical de se applications prior to engaging any

non-veridical de se representations as of Hank’s past experiences (recall, for

example, Frank’s initial de se perceptual representation of the ceiling).

By my lights, the best Burgean response to this convenient tweaking is either to

claim that the sort of veridical de se applications in question are insufficient for

grounding non-veridical de se quasi-memories or to claim that the applications in

14 One might be tempted to complain that powerful arguments against the possibility of (Frankenstein)

are not far to seek. For example, one might hold that Frank’s history is dangerously similar to that of

Davidson’s Swampman: the fantastical surgery described in (Frankenstein) is just not the right kind of

causal background that can allow for propositional attitudes, let alone complex de se quasi-memories. I

will briefly sketch two strategies for addressing this worry. First, there is at least one crucial difference

between Frank and Swampman, namely, that the mental goings on in the former are causally linked (via

the surgeon) to (past) mental goings on in Hank. By contrast, the as-if mental goings on in Swampman are

not causally linked to the mental going’s on in the person of whom Swampman is a fortuitous molecular

duplicate. The point is that some bridgework needs to be done in order even for those convinced that

Swampman does not have propositional attitudes to become convinced that Frank does not have

contentful mental states. The contention that Frank’s states are not in part caused by Hank’s experiences

is simply false. The contention that they are not appropriately so caused begs the question. Second, and

more importantly, (Frankenstein) is by no means the only type of thought experiment that can serve the

reductionist’s purpose. In its place we might simply consider the closest possible world in which Frank

and Hank are related much as they are in (Frankenstein) but with the causal story behind this relationship

involving not a genius scientist but rather some more ‘‘natural’’ process for the species (human?) of which

Hank and Frank are instances at that world. Lest one object that this version of the story is ad-hoc and/or

mysterious, it should be reiterated that the move to invoke more ‘‘natural’’ causal processes in formulating

the reductionist story is actually made by Burge in his friendly attempt to improve Parfit’s example, and

that Burge (correctly, I think) assumes that nothing turns on the reductionist’s ability to give a precise

story about what the surrogate ‘‘natural’’ causal process is like. Again, it is important to realize that what

is causally ‘‘natural’’ at a world in which non-memory quasi-memory states are instantiated need not be

very much at all like what is causally normal in the actual world. Thanks to Stephen Schiffer and Krista

Lawlor for (independently) suggesting that I consider potential Swampman-style worries about

(Frankenstein).
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question are simply not possible. But it is not clear how either of these responses can

be fleshed out convincingly. One way for the insufficiency response to go would be

to invoke the claims about veridical self-identifying capacities discussed in the

context of the first strategy above, the idea being that Frank’s set of early veridical

de se representations are insufficient for grounding de se quasi-memories as of

Hank’s experiences; but if my above observations hold water then this move is

uncompelling in lieu of further Burgean argument. One way for the impossibility

response to go would be to claim that Frank simply cannot have the perceptions in

question, because, as Burge argues earlier in his paper, perception is itself a mental

capacity that requires diachronic personal identity (in the relevant sense) for its very

possibility. But this response assumes that an organism of Frank’s type and in his

circumstances is such that it is metaphysically impossible that it be ‘‘born’’ with the

immediate ability to perceive.15 An argument is still needed. Moreover, even if we

grant the Burgean the point in question, the thought experiment can again be

correspondingly tweaked: one need simply suppose that Frank is ‘‘born’’ with the

same congenital dispositions for future perception as are normal human babies. This

tweaking comes at the cost of Frank’s being very similar mentally to immediately-

pre-coma-Hank upon being ‘‘born’’ (and presumably the genius scientist would

want Frank to be in anatomical infancy as well as psychological infancy so as to

better preserve similarity between Hank’s life and Frank’s), but that detail is

irrelevant to what is crucial about the original thought experiment, namely, that

Frank—at some point after his ‘‘birth’’—will have at least one de se quasi-memory

as of at least one of Hank’s experiences and will do so without violating

Shoemaker’s richness criterion.16 Perhaps there are better moves that the Burgean

modal objector could make, but I see no especially appealing options. I conclude

that, given the modal objection reading, (Burge 2003) does quasi-memory-based

reductionism no real harm.

Of course it may be wrongheaded to read (Burge 2003) as launching the modal

objection. Recall the explanatory objection reading, according to which the Burgean

need not deny that the states of affairs described in (Frankenstein) are jointly

possible. Rather, the explanatory objection is that any putative instance of de se

quasi-memory (a fortiori those described in (Frankenstein)) is such that its

possibility can only be explained by recourse to facts about diachronic agent

15 Burge’s arguments for the claim that perception presupposes diachronic identity all stem from largely

empirical premises about actual persons. Consequently, it is not clear that such arguments are relevant to

cases like (Frankenstein).
16 Much more tweaking can be done if desired. For example, we could suppose that the genius scientist

activates certain de se quasi-memories in Frank via remote control only when they will be consistent with

Frank’s newly developed veridical de se memories, which, we may suppose, the genius scientist can also

track remotely. We can even suppose that the scientist is careful to adhere to Shoemaker’s causal richness

criterion. For example, we can suppose that by the time Frank is five years old, the genius scientist has

activated a number of de se quasi-memories in Frank that are of some of Hank’s pre-fifth-birthday

experiences, and that he has taken care to ensure that each such activated state fits into a coherent

narrative of Frank’s experiences, a narrative that contains a wealth of plausible causal relations. Now, it is

obvious that these tweaked versions of (Frankenstein) cannot maintain full congruence between the

relevant set of Frank’s states and all of Hank’s experiences; but, as noted in the text, this is irrelevant to

the point of the story. All that is needed is for at least one of Frank’s de se experiential quasi-memories to

have the same content as one of Hank’s experiences without violating Shoemaker’s richness criterion.
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identity and that quasi-memory is therefore explanatorily ‘circular’. Which such

facts about diachronic identity are at play? Well, some examples from (Franken-

stein) are that Frank and Hank (and, for that matter, the genius scientist) survive

across some temporal span. And in the above discussion of the modal objection,

recourse was indeed taken to both Hank’s and Frank’s survival. So it does seem as

though certain presuppositions about diachronic identity may well be needed in

order to explain how the collective states of affairs described in any thought

experiment relevantly like (Frankenstein) could possibly obtain.

But why should one hold that any sort of ‘explanatory circularity’ that is

detrimental to reductionism thereby obtains? Recall that the question relevant to the

reductionist debate is not what determines whether a given organism is a person, but

rather what is sufficient for determining whether a given person at one time is

identical to a given person at a distinct time. That there are people is presupposed.

And it is plausibly a necessary condition for any object to be a person (in any

interesting sense) that the object survives across some span of time. So some or

other facts about diachronic personal identity have to be presupposed in order for

the debate-defining question to get off the ground.

Suppose that the Burgean explanatory objector is happy with the kinds of

presuppositions about diachronic identity needed to get the debate off the ground,

but insists that further presuppositions about diachronic identity must be made by

the Shoemaker-style reductionist in explicating her central theoretical claims. Still,

it does not follow that Shoemaker-style reductionism is circular in the sense that the

Burgean maintains. The point can be made with a generalized argument. Consider

an arbitrary reductive thesis T, according to which phenomenon P1 is reducible to

phenomenon P2. Suppose that in order to explain how P2 states of affairs might

possibly obtain, one must presuppose that certain P1 states of affairs also obtain. It

simply does not follow from this that T cannot serve a deep explanatory role with

respect to the metaphysics of P1, given that T is understood to be a metaphysical (as

opposed to an epistemological) thesis. To see this, suppose that we are wondering

on a given occasion whether P1 has obtained. T tells us to check to see whether P2

has obtained; if it has, then we can conclude that P1 has as well. Upon inspection,

we conclude that P2 has obtained. We can thus use T to conclude (and to explain

how we concluded) that P1 obtained. In doing so, we may well have had to already

possess a concept of P1 and even to presuppose that some or other P1 facts have

obtained; but we did not need to presuppose that the particular instance of P1 that
we were using T to uncover was a case of P1. If we had needed to make this latter

presupposition in order to employ T in our explanation, then T would indeed be

problematically circular. But, since we did not, there is no reason to condemn T in

the way the Burgean suggests.

The preceding argument, though by my lights compelling, is nonetheless rather

abstract; it would be nice to buttress it with some concrete examples. Toward that

end, I will close with two analogies. The first analogy involves a toy diachronic

identity problem for chickens: assuming that there are chickens, what non-trivial

facts sufficiently determine whether a given chicken at one time is identical to a

given chicken at a distinct time? For simplicity, let us stipulate that psychological

continuity is not relevant to any sufficient condition for chicken survival (the
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plausibility of this stipulation is unimportant for the point of the analogy—if you

are particularly unhappy with it, consider your favorite plant species instead of

chickens). Consider a proposal according to which an earlier and a later chicken

stage are stages of the same chicken if the two (i) are spatiotemporally continuous in

a causally ‘‘normal’’ sense that allows for bodily growth, feather loss, etc. and (ii)

share a causal origin in one particular event which is of a certain biologically

‘‘normal’’ type and which involves the same particular hen and particular

rooster. Now, notice that this proposed solution to the chicken survival problem

is explanatorily circular in the following sense. Condition (ii) presupposes facts

about chicken survival since, presumably, a particular hen and a particular rooster

can only produce a chick in the biologically normal sense if each survives across

some span of time—but what it is for a chicken to survive across some span of time

is the very question that (ii) is supposed to help answer.17 Nevertheless, and this is

the point of the analogy, the proposed reduction of facts about chicken survival to

facts about origin and spatiotemporal continuity is coherent, non-trivial, and is

capable (hypothetically) of doing substantial explanatory work.

The second analogy is (at least for some philosophers) less fanciful. Consider a

Lewisian reductive analysis of properties, according to which properties just are

classes of possibilia. So, for example, (arbitrary) object a instantiates (arbitrary)

property F just in case a is a member of the class of all possible F things. This is a

non-trivial reductive thesis about properties. It reduces properties to classes.

Nevertheless, it presupposes facts about properties. To see why, consider that in

order for the aforementioned example to hold water, a must bear the property being
a member of a class (or, if you prefer, participate in the two-place membership
relation.)18 So facts about certain objects bearing certain properties must be

presupposed in order to answer the question what is it for a to be F, for arbitrarily

chosen object a and property F. Still, an informative sufficient (and indeed

necessary) condition for a’s being F is proposed by the Lewisian, namely, a’s being

a member of the class of possible F things. Likewise, facts about diachronic

personal identity have to be presupposed in order to offer a Shoemaker-style

sufficient condition for A (who, say, is alive in the morning) to be B (who, say, is

alive in the evening). And, as in the property case, this can be done: A and B must

have appropriately linked mental states with respect to M-type causation and must

not be branching patients. In the property case, it must be presupposed that there is a

(perhaps highly unnatural) property being a member of a class; in the personal

identity case, it must be presupposed that (at least) A has a history of persistence

sufficient for certain of his mental states to take de se form. But just as the first

presupposition does not preclude that a given object’s bearing the property F just is

17 Condition (i) plausibly presupposes facts about chicken survival as well, since, for example, it is quite

reasonable to hold that chicken feathers can only exist if at least one chicken has survived across some

temporal interval.
18 It is a notoriously difficult matter to decide whether a given predicate picks out a ‘‘real’’ property. For

present purposes I presuppose a liberal enough view of properties for being a member of a class to count

as a property. Notice that I am not presupposing that it is an especially natural, sparse, or fundamental

property, for the point at hand goes through even if the property in question is taken to be quite unnatural,

abundant, etc.
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for it to be a member of a certain class, so the second presupposition does not

preclude that A’s having ever persisted just is for certain of his mental states to have

been appropriately related with respect to M-type causation. In both cases there is a

bottoming out of explanation. But it does not follow in either case that there is a

breakdown in metaphysical reduction.
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